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Think for Actions is oscillated between being relieved and saddened by the false hate crime report.  
 

Think For Actions commends the Toronto police force to putting priority to this alleged hate crime and 
solving it within 72 hours. This not only restores faith in the law enforcement but also reassured that we 
have one of the best police forces protecting us. We like to thank politicians, community leaders and our 
community for their support.    
 
We agree with Sabreena Ghaffar-Siddiqui, a researcher at Hamilton's McMaster University who focuses 
on hate crimes against Canadian Muslims, "Hate crimes toward Muslim people are real," she said. "I 
have heard stories of Muslim girls having their hijab pulled off their head, pushed, thrown to the ground. 
These are real stories ... and the reaction that we got from the government and leaders needs to still be 
there." (CBC News) 
 
We agree with, Amira Elghawaby, a human rights advocate based in Ottawa, said she was saddened to 
learn that the girl's story was not true, adding it will likely only serve to embolden "those who do hold 
discriminatory views of Muslims." (CBC News) 
 
Chair person for the national think tank, Think for Actions, Dr. Mukarram Zaidi says, “Sound research, 
open dialog and discussion will challenge ignorance by addressing fear”.  
 
Think for Actions will still be launching: aCCUSToM  Study; Canadian CUltural SensiTivity TOwards 
Minorities. The national study will be conducted by Think for Actions and Insight Matter, we plan to 
collect a randomized sample of 2000 Canadians to understand attitudes towards minorities.  
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